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Objectives

Participants will understand: 

• The importance of the role of the Librarian 
as leader of the building process.
• The crucial role of effective data collection 
in a library building project
• The elements that affect space requirements 
& knowing what data to collect
• What a library building program is, what it 
is used for and why it essential.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you don’t write down/document what it is you want in your library, it won’t be delivered and you won’t get it.If your needs and concerns were not written down/documented, and you don’t get what it is that you need, but you still must have it; the change  required to get what you want will cost you money  $$$Sound data leads to sound decision makingSound decisions based on objective, well documented data will lead to a successful finished library building project (whether you are reorganizing a room, adding a wing or planning a new /building new)When you are responsible for the good decisions your credibility in the library and community is heightenedAn added benefit (not immediately seen) is that you, as the librarian/leader of this process, gain confidence when you are better able to answer challenges and questions about the library project



Excellence must be defined locally

Excellence is possible for small
and large libraries

Excellence is a moving target

Premises: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Excellence results when library services match community needs, interests and priorities.Excellence rests more on commitment than on unlimited resources.Even when achieved, excellence must be continually maintained.All communities are unique. 		Examine local needs to determine how best to respond. 		Look at what other libraries have done and learn from them. 		Ultimate gauge of success and excellence can only be defined within the local context. 2. It is not the size of the library that determines its ability to achieve success.	Success is determined by the commitment of the library’s board, managers and staff. 3. Continually assess the library’s progress towards meeting its strategic objectives. 	Community needs change over time.  	Library services and programs need to adapt and evolve.	Reflect changes in the community.Term “service response” is defined as “what a library does for, or offers to, the public in an effort to meet a set of well defined community needs.”  We use the phrase ‘services and programs’ in this workshop to represent the same intent. (from STRATEGIC PLANNING for Results, Sandra Nelson for the Public Library Association. PLA Planning for Results Series (2008)



Library Building Project Steps

Building Committee

Determine Needs

Analyze Data

Gather Relevant Data

Goals and Objectives

Strategic Plan

MAKING
THE
CASE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first 5 elements to this chart are covered in MAKING the CASE for YOUR LIBRARY BUILDING PROJECT, Library Development Guide #5, for the Southern Ontario Library Service.  R. Hubsher and K. Watson. March 2010. (referred to hereafter as SOLS LDG#5)Everything we talk about is founded on the assumption that the library has developed a strategic plan based on community needs.In our experience, good Strategic Planning is community based strategic planning.There are many ways to prepare a Strategic Plan.  Strategic Planning for Results - Sandra Nelson for PLA, is a model of strategic planning that was developed specifically for public libraries and has been used with each iteration for 30 years.It is a community based strategic planning model.The library’s strategic plan outlines the objectives that need to be met in order to deliver the basket of servicesdeemed to be important to your community.A building is not a strategic objective it is a resource that can be used to achieve strategic objectivesWe refer again to the four resources common to all libraries:Staff  /  Collection  /  Technology  /  FacilityEven within an environment where the municipality is involved in the library building project, the librarian can still take and maintain leadership of the library project.



Library Building Project Steps

Concept/Schematic Design

Site Selection

Hire Design Professional

Communication Plan

Write Building Program

Obtaining Funding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obtain Funding:SOLS LDG#5 will help you to determine a preliminary estimate of square footage required.Using information from recently completed projects, you will be able to find cost per square foot. FYI, SOLS does market research and posts the findings on its web site, it is for the Canadian market but you can extrapolate for your area.With square foot requirements and the cost per square foot costs, you will be able to prepare an estimate for your building project.  There are professional cost estimators who can help you.  Work with Building Committee & your Board.  Be able to prepare a report making the case for your building project including a preliminary budget that can be presented to your Board, municipal councils in order to get approval for a preliminary project budgetWe talk about what goes into this report…The Building ProgramThe Communication PlanHiring a Designer Include your library’s preliminary building program in the RFP to engage your architect.Site SelectionConcept Design The little graphic at the bottom right is a signal that highlights that this stage is the turning point in the project where your level of control begins to diminish and the costs of any changes steadily increase.  



Library Building Project Steps

* May be required  
if cost estimates 
or bids are higher 
than anticipated

Award of Construction Contract

Redesign / Adjust*

Contract Documents

Redesign / Adjust*

Final Design

Redesign / Adjust*

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Redesign/Adjust is included in this chart at various stages.  At different phases of your project you will be provided with cost estimates, called ‘class estimates’ presented with increasing accuracy dependent on the design development stage of your project. (the ‘A Estimate’ being the cost estimate that is used at the contractors’ bidding phase).Decisions about cutting costs should be based on your library’s strategic objectives, service philosophy and your building’s functional space requirements not only on the dollar cost bottom line !Cutting square footage should be your last option.  Look to make cuts in elements that will not compromise your needs while resulting in cost reduction (i.e.  finishes both internal and external, custom design elements, casework etc.)Contract Documents.  Documents prepared by the architect and consist of drawings (visual description of the project) with the specifications (written details describing all the components in the project and drawings.) The drawings will show all aspects of the building and the site - site plan layout with parking area, basic floor layout, floor layout with furnishings, lighting and wiring, ceiling plan, HVAC, design details as required and so on.  The specification document will provide specific details of all materials used, tests to be conducted and details of commissioning the building.Different classes of Cost Estimates:D (first and very rough estimate),C (at Preliminary Design)B (at Design Development)And A that is developed at construction drawing stage and used to go to tender for construction.



Library Building Project Steps

Maintenance

Final Sign Off

Project Deficiencies

Post Construction

The Move

Managing Construction Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managing the Construction Project Meetings with contractors: we emphasize doing exhaustive planning and data gathering and having the details and facts readily at hand because at the construction stage contractors charge more for a change then they do when bidding on the project before construction starts.Architect reviews Change Orders and advises you to accept or not.  Decisions are required in timely manner – options around cost issues may require meetings with Building Committee.Moving: Often overlooked as part of a building project but it needs your attention ▪  Bryant, Darcel A. “The Louis Stokes Health Sciences library: The Howard University Move Experience." Journal of the Medical Library Association 92, no. 2 (Apr. 2004): 251-6. - http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC385307/See the appendix on this article - Checklists for moving a library ▪  Dimenstein, Catherine. “Executing A Library Move: A Planned Approach to Moving Your Library." Information Outlook 8, no. 1 (January 2004): 37-38, 41-42. – http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m0FWE/is_1_8/ai_n6108112/▪  Murray, Jennifer S. “How to Survive a library Move: Control the Move Instead of It Controlling You.” AALL (American Association of Law Libraries) Spectrum 10, no. 1 (September/October 2005): 18-19. ▪  http://www.aallnet.org/products/pub_sp0509/pub_sp0509_Move.pdfPost Construction – Deficiencies – Final Sign Off – manuals for building management; list of issues that need to be dealt with by contractor (this is normal) and finally you take procession of the building.  Sometimes this phase is called Commissioning.Maintenance – the thing that no one wants to talk about.  Throughout the design you must keep in mind that items need to be stored, cleaned, replaced and inspected constantly.   Proper maintenance will save you money.  It helps to involve the person who heads your maintenance work to sit in on some planning sessions to hear real stories about how things are maintained.  Think about cleaning surfaces, removing graffiti, removing water/snow/ice from your site etc.



There is no easy way to 
plan a building project 

If you skip steps, take shortcuts and
ignore details your project will not be
a success.

Embracing the process enables you to
take and maintain project leadership.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIBRARIANS are particularly well equipped to lead the process from Strategic plan to operation of a new building because you have the skills to research, organize, relate to people and have and deep understanding of your profession and its future.The data becomes the common thread that runs throughout the building project.  Data becomes the basis of communication and translation from the language of librarianship to the language of the built environment used by designers/builders/architects.  Effective and meaningful conversation enhances the chance that the outcome (space, building, addition etc.) will be a successAND it takes:TimeEffortOrganizationDocumentationResearchit has been done hundreds of thousands of times and that it can be done well again.As you collect data and understand how it supports the strategic plan, you will build confidence that it is possible to lead a library building project. There are actual examples of library renovations that have gone years over schedule and millions of dollars over budget because construction has actually begun before the library was designed!  Having no plans, program, data or cohesive ideas, results in a building project embroiled in cost overruns (change orders) and missed opening dates.  Very public.  Very stressful. 
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Presentation Notes
Think about it!It’s true !You might not get anywhere at all.You might even end up where someone else is going!



You use Data Collection …

• as a basis for decision making
• as a means to achieve a successful 

building project
• to facilitate communication about 

building requirements 
• to help the librarian take and maintain 

leadership throughout the project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro slide – greater detail beginning slide (16) “Data Collection is Crucial”



Your Library Building Program is…
• a means of focusing all parties on the 

specific requirements of your library building
• specific to your library’s situation
• a way to increase your influence over the outcome 

by helping to control costs by reducing/eliminating 
changes 

• a key element to help you to maintain leadership 
of the project

• essential in identifying the elements required
to meet your building needs 

• a tool to assess whether the building design 
addresses identified needs/requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intro slide – greater detail beginning slide (30) “Your Library Building Program is…” Authoring a preliminary building program aids you to design a meaningful, effective architect/designer interview selection process.   When the architect presents to you her or his proposal for the work you have substantive information to which you can refer. Your library’s situation is unique.   Although your architect has designed many libraries, your particular library presents to him or her a unique design challenge. You should not settle for an ‘off the shelf’ design.We emphasize the importance of having a person who will act as your deputy / back-up / second.For the good of your library, have a person trained to take up your work should anything happen to you.



Influence on the Outcome

From Whole Building Design Guide

To the extent that you can influence the outcome and control costs, 
you are exercising leadership over the project.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you depend upon the architect to come in and author the building program for you, the architect will control the process. If a person other than you or your staff author your library building program, you and your staff will be constantly flying by the seats of your pants, playing catch-up with the architect from the beginning (i.e. beginning when he/she interviews the staff.)If you lead the preliminary program process, you will have had the time to talk with your staff.  You will all be able to think over what you really want to keep in a new space and what you really don’t want to replicate.  You will be able to set the pace of the interview process when the preliminary program is refined.  As a result you will lead the building process right from the start.�To the extent that you can influence the outcome and control costs you are exercising leadership over the project.Whole Building Design Guidehttp://www.wbdg.org/design/dd_archprogramming.phpThe most cost-effective time to make changes is during programming. This phase of a project is the best time for interested parties at your library to influence the outcome of your library building project.



1. Staff
2. Collection

3. Technology
4. Facility

Four Resources Common 
To All Public Libraries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Reference the SOLS LDG#5 – Making the Case for Your Library Building Project Also STRATEGIC PLANNING for Results, Sandra Nelson – PLA Planning for Results series BUILD TO THE NEED (and the resources that fill the need) NOT TO THE MONEY Money is NOT a resource Money facilitates the delivery of services and resources 



RESOURCE  ALLOCATION

COMMUNITY NEEDS

LIBRARY SERVICE PRIORITIES

LIBRARY MISSION STATEMENT

GOALS

OBJECTIVES 

ACTIVITIES
   
Staff 

needed
Collections 

needed
Technology 

needed
Facilities 
needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STRATEGIC PLAN becomes ‘REAL’ and TANGIBLE as you gather DATA ON EACH RESOURCE Data begins to show you where your current resources meet or fall short of those that are required to meet strategic objectives Community needs (that can be met by the library) as identified during the planning process Community needs = The Difference Between Vision for the library and Current Conditions of the library Goals = The Outcome for the Community (everyone is information literate) Objectives = Measures of Progress Toward Reaching Goals  (eg. “x”% of the community will attend information literacy training and be certified information literate within “y” years.) Activities = What the Library Will Do To Accomplish the Objectives – build computer lab; hire or train staff to be information literacy trainers; offer “x” number of training opportunities each month



• Your library building is only one of 
the four resources required to meet 
the needs of your community.

• Your library building is not an end in 
itself,  it is one means of achieving 
your strategic objectives. 

• The nature and size of your library 
building is dependent on the services 
and programs offered within it.

Your Library Building…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The facility must be able to house the:StaffCollectionsTechnologyThe physical space/building is not separate from the purpose it is intended to support.



Data Collection is Crucial
1. Familiarise you with elements that affect the 

library’s space requirements [furniture, equipment, 
services etc.]

2. Assist you in assessing whether the current 
facility is appropriate and adequate to support 
the library’s strategic plan

3. Help you determine the best course of action
4. Provide you information required to prepare 

library building program
5. Supports your leadership and helps you make 

the case for your building project [communication 
planning etc.]

http://www.sols.org/links/clearinghouse/facilities/ind
ex.htm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. to familiarise you with and help you “make sense” of the key elements that will affect the library’s space requirements;2. to assist you in assessing whether the current facility, and the furniture and equipment within it, are appropriate and adequate to support the attainment of the goals and objectives in the library’s strategic plan;3. to help you determine the best course of action, whether to reconfigure an existing space, renovate existing space, construct an addition to existing space, some combination of these options, or to build a new building;4. to provide the data required to complete the area/room data sheets which are part of the library building program and an essential component of any renovation or construction project. See Sample Room Data Sheet.  (also available online as a worksheet on the Facilities page of the joint SOLS/OLS-North clearinghouse on professional information at:  http://www.sols.org/links/clearinghouse/facilities/index.htm5. Supports leadership by providing solid, fact based decision-making framework.  You do not want to be caught off guard by questions for which you do not have fact-supported responses.   Eliminates the danger of relying on fleeting personal impressions.  Increases your credibility.  Provides support for your dealings with design professionals.Note:  	Provides useful data for furniture and equipment needs and associated costs.  	Will provide useful information for your communication plan.

http://www.sols.org/links/clearinghouse/facilities/index.htm
http://www.sols.org/links/clearinghouse/facilities/index.htm


Gathering, Documenting & 
Making Sense of the Data

• If someone else leads the data 
gathering stage, you get someone 
else’s building!

• No magic bullet

• Standards have limitations

• A building project is an opportunity 
for team building 

• Qualitative vs. quantitative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gathering data takes great effort and time.  It is also unavoidable if you want to ensure you get the library you need.Standards are only guides.A project leader can guide the project.  Different leaders equal different outcomesQuantitative data defines (counting or outputs).  Qualitative data describes (outcomes - satisfaction)Assumptions are based on beliefs; Data will often contradict assumptionsKnowing where you are will help you get to where you want to be – you must have a clear idea of where you want to end up (strategic plan)Begin gathering data early in the process (Constantly gather data for those issues that are ongoing, easily measurable, changing and obvious.)The SOLS LDG#5 has standards to be used to give you a VERY ROUGH IDEA of the space your library may occupy.  There are serious limitations in using standards of any kind, from any source, as your final numbers to estimate your library space requirements.  Obviously, these standards DO NOT TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE INDIVIDUAL NEEDS OF YOUR COMMUNITYIf you do not tailor the needs of your library space to your peculiar needs, your design professional will design the physical space that she/he thinks you need.QUALITATIVE data describes details about the services that your public/patrons/users perceive that they need.It is important to describe the qualities that you like or dislike about a space, part of library or building (yours or one that you have visited).  Qualities can include everything that is not immediately quantifiable such as, the quality of afternoon sun in the reading room; the welcoming design of the foyer.  It will help the designer too, if later you can say why you do or do not like an aspect of a space.



Gathering, Documenting & 
Making Sense of the Data

• Assume nothing – be open

• Capturing “now” – snapshot in time

• Look at everything

• A new building does not resolve 
unidentified problems 

• Be organized

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relocating your current practices and procedures into a new building can transfer unidentified problems.Talk to your staff. This is the time when you can use data gathering to start building interest in the project and a renewed team responsiveness with your staff.  Staff can begin with positive energies towards and an understanding for the project that will help sustain them keep up the project momentum throughout the years of planning and programming (see slide 27) .Inefficient procedures usually have space implications – what you do affects your space/ your space affects how you do your workReconfiguring a newly built space is costly especially if you have to change it six months after you start to use itInefficiencies are transferred to the new space resulting in an new insufficient space!Look at what other libraries have done.  You can usually learn more easily from the mistakes of others than the successes.Take notes.  Take photos.ORGANISE FROM THE STARTORGANISE ORGANISE!



Gathering, Documenting & 
Making Sense of the Data

The most common types of data:
∙ Research

∙ Measurement

∙ Observation

∙ Focus groups & surveys

∙ Informal interviews

You can 
observe a 
lot by just 
watching. 
Yogi Berra

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research - includes retrieving data from the library’s automation system, also known as an integrated library system (ILS). Statistical reports from the ILS will provide detailed information about the number of library materials by type, number of circulations, number of registered borrowers, and so on.  In addition, the ILS can produce reports on the items that are not circulating or circulate infrequently.  Research also includes reviewing census data for information about the demographic breakdown and projections for your community.  Reviewing expenditures for heating and electricity will help to give an indication of cost trends. Measurement - involves actually counting or measuring, for example, counting the number of people who enter the library each day; measuring the linear feet for each collection; counting the number of people on the waiting list for computers. Observation - involves observing activities to record patterns of use or workflow; watching how people interact in different spaces; recording the number and types of seats that are occupied at different hours of the day; observing the use of study tables to record how often all of the available seats are used.  There is an ‘Observation Checklist’ for your use in the SOLS LDG#5 and in Facility Planning Resources at SOLS online.	[e.g.  Large reading tables in the reading room might have four chairs and after intermittent and regular 	observations you may find that 	only two people ever use the tables.  Find out why and document.] Focus groups and surveys (paper forms, online, face-to-face, telephone interviews) - used to collect information from library users and/or staff about their perceptions of the library building; satisfaction with different services; adequacy of the collections; satisfaction with programs. Staff can be an invaluable source of user feedback as they frequently hear user complaints about experiences of barriers to positive experiences, as well as praise for the library.   Informal interviews with library users and staff - these conversations can help to further refine the areas of interest and concern about the library building and can flag issues that you may not have considered. Also, make time to interview people who provide services within your community, particularly those who are working with organizations that support the library’s mission such as English as a Second Language or literacy organizations.

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/y/yogiberra125285.html


STAFF
∙ Strategic Plan – future services and programs
∙ Number of staff
∙ What they do
∙ How they do their work (process and tools)
∙ With whom do they interact to do their work
∙ When they do their work (scheduling)
∙ How often do they do certain work
∙ Where they do their work

CRUCIAL ROLE OF DATA COLLECTION
Elements that Affect Space Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STAFFYou will not know some of this information until you actually observe or gather existing data.  Do not guess or believe you know or base data on the last three days or past two weeks.People have a tendency to base their judgments on recent events rather than on the long view.START SIMPLE   	Begin data gathering with simple things that you know are issues now and link these to the strategic objectives.TALK TO YOUR STAFF   	Get your staff on board – they need to know that you are looking a process not at them. LET STAFF HELP YOU   	Engage your staff in data gathering; if they do it they become aware of issues.Elimination of VHS means you do not need to count or assess these …ROBERT ?????CONCENTRATE on these:- Frequently preformed operationsTasks that require movement of staff and/or materials Changing patterns of activities (new material types, new services, etc.) Possible future changes in patterns  (how are holds treated now, how will they be in the future) paperwork vs. digitization ( if you digitize records you may be able to eliminate filing cabinets) Costly work processesHow much equipment is used and how (e.g. are book trucks at the workspace?  How often?  How many?)CAUTION PROFESSIONAL JARGON:	There are words used by both the library and design professions that are the same and can represent very different ideas.	Try not to assume that you and your designer will use the same words for an idea or process.	‘Circulation’ is one good example.  In the design world, ‘circulation’ or ‘circulation space’ means that area (horizontal or vertical) that is not 	used for a function but rather for people, services or equipment to move through. [Think of it as the path on the carpet upon which you 	walk; a stair case or the places in the walls where the pipes are.]



COLLECTIONS 
∙ Strategic Plan – future services and programs
∙ How many items are held WEED before you start!)

∙ How many types of collections – children, teen, 
genre, large print, ‘zines’, etc.

∙ Percent of unoccupied shelf space
∙ Percent of annual additions
∙ Shelving options – shelves per bay, face out vs. 

spine out, etc.
∙ Electronic versus print

CRUCIAL ROLE OF DATA COLLECTION
Elements that Affect Space Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COLLECTIONSSeparate collections shelved in new baysYou know bestsellers will be popular but you need to collect the usage patterns for all types of materials AV different place – sizeChildren‘s books spine out and face out.  The way materials are displayed affects space/square footage.ILS provides lots of data – number of items, patterns of usage, holds, non-use, etc.End of bay displayFree standing displays – staff picks / just in etc.Emphasize anticipating changes in size and nature of collections over timeElectronic resources do not necessarily reduce space needs – just are different needs. 



TECHNOLOGY
∙ Strategic Plan – future services and programs
∙ How many public access workstations
∙ How many staff workstations
∙ Roving versus stationary staff
∙ Wireless public access
∙ Group work
∙ Training space

CRUCIAL ROLE OF DATA COLLECTION
Elements that Affect Space Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TECHNOLOGYWorkstations have implications for placement and quantity of power and data outletsWireless technology has implications for power outlets and furnitureStaff helping patrons with technology one-on-one has space implicationsStudents in the library to do projects will most likely be working in teams with their devices at hand and in use.Hand held devices if used by ‘roving’ staff, do not mean that you will not have to plan for space for those staff, they will need small, portable tablesTechnology does not necessarily mean that you will need less space – you will only know how much space is required after you analyze your data



FACILITY
∙ Strategic Plan – future services and programs
∙ Types of use (quiet, group work, casual, etc.)
∙ Children, teen, meeting/multipurpose spaces
∙ Accessibility for all users 

http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/program
s/accessibility/index.aspx

∙ Special purpose spaces – art display, ‘Friends’ 
space, etc.

∙ Storage needs
∙ Commercial space

CRUCIAL ROLE OF DATA COLLECTION
Elements that Affect Space Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FACILITYPerformance spaceCommercial space = revenue and possibly new users.Lighting – natural versus otherTEEN SPACES / SENIORS REQUIREMENTSDo not underestimate the space required for special use and the flexibility that some of your spaces require	

http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/accessibility/index.aspx
http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/accessibility/index.aspx


SOCIETAL TRENDS
∙ “Green” building design, construction 

& maintenance
∙ Social networking
∙ Mobile computing
∙ Home-based businesses/work
∙ Aging population, more people living longer
∙ Trends local to your community

CRUCIAL ROLE OF DATA COLLECTION
Elements that Affect Space Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SOCIETAL TRENDSPeople are expecting technologies that they use with ease at home and in stores to work in the library.  e.g. Some libraries have large screen displays mounted at the main entrance showing the books that have most recently been returned to the collections straight out of the book carts in returns.



TRENDS IN LIBRARIANSHIP
∙ Roving librarians
∙ Alternate classification systems or organization 

of collections / rethinking how to label key 
resources/services

http://www.jkup.net/terms.html#top

∙ Expanding digitization and remote access
∙ Downloadable library materials 
∙ Offsite access to collections - video and book 

dispensers
∙ Other trends at your library…

CRUCIAL ROLE OF DATA COLLECTION
Elements that Affect Space Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LIBRARIANSHIP TRENDSThere are libraries that are now experimenting with the physical organization of their collections into what are called ‘glades’ or ‘ranges’ wherein different Dewey classifications are arranged together by topic.  Some are adapting the BISAC system used in book stores.

http://www.jkup.net/terms.html


To a designer ‘program’ means...
∙ First step in the design process  
∙ Problem definition
∙ Functional analysis 
∙ Statement of project requirements

To a librarian ‘program’ means…
∙ Book discussion groups  
∙ Story hours
∙ Author events
∙ Etc.

by any other name…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PROGRAMMINGDesigner:A process involving research / decision makingSpecific beginning and end – a project.Result – scope of the library building project and how the building functionsUSES A LIBRARY BUILDING PROGRAM as a tool:To understand your general library building requirements:Types of spacesTypes of functions large and small that will take place within the buildingCriteria for spaces that house the functionsRelationships between those spacesRatios of assigned area to gross square footage as they are now / problems and successesSite requirementsIssues associated with your library building / site / technical / environmental / services / electrical / mechanical / dataTo become familiar with broader issues:Where is the organization headed?  Broad picture.  The future.What is the vision for the library 10, 15 25, 50 years out into the future?Learn about the library’s goals and objectivesImage  / aesthetic / psychological impact  / historic al image … role that organization envisionsAre there political factors that play a role in the project that will affect product / schedules / costs?What is the direction from the library director and board concerning ratio of building : maintenance costs / sustainability / environmental factors?What data / instruction / facts / directives do you and your board have concerning these key elements essential to the effective management and delivery of a successful building project: Scope/Quality/Budget/Schedule/Resources/RiskTo provide structure for the necessary detailed research into your library building requirements:Who does what, when, how often, where and with whom so that she/he can design spaces to suit specific requirements:Equipment used in each activityEnergy and data use requirementsDetailed requirements for criteria peculiar to your library requirements such as daylight / accessibility / acoustic separation / maintenance and security issuesTo use as a framework to address / talk about various concerns that are part of the design process:What functions can be grouped How can flexibility be incorporated into the design (open spaces using color/ materials/ moveable furniture to define spaces for different functions.)How can the design (help) with the flow of people and materielDesigner comes back to the client with an analysis of the program and recommendations based on the budget says this is feasible and the solutions are…Librarian needs to be totally conversant with the program so that they can make changes based on the arch / designer’s analysis.



Building Program by any 
other name…

∙ Facility programming
∙ Client Requirements
∙ Functional and Operational Requirements
∙ Scoping (defining the Scope of the Work)
∙ Design program
∙ Project specifics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Develop the preliminary library building program:Gather building program infoAll architectural program requirements identified: size and types of spaces, functional relationships, environmental requirements, design requirements and expectations, integration with existing facilities, demolition of existing facilities, future uses, tenant uses. BudgetsGather building program requirementsMethods to collect and record program requirements identified: interviews, meetings, questionnaires, form letters, phone calls, emails, website visitsThe architect sees your library project as a ‘design problem’.A challenge to be solved.  An opportunity to develop new solutions and try new ideas.



A Building Program is…

A tool
∙ to formulate a library design problem
∙ to convey information to the designers
∙ to record client specific requirements

A framework for the architectural design 
∙ complete inventory of design requirements
∙ criteria for design evaluation 

A stage in the library building process that serves to 
translate your library’s needs into a design
A key element of the design contract – indispensible 
first step in the design solution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Archeology in reverseWe find a structure/building/foundation/ruin perhaps of the National LibraryWe reconstruct the building through research to find out:What was its function?Why was this built?Who built it?When was it used?How was it used?Who used it?You can hire a programmer to do the preliminary program but you will have to be there all the time anyway to answer questions 	and poll the staff.  Librarians are perfectly positioned to research the topic and find out how to do this by themselves.  No one knows better than you and your staff what your library is.Always keep in mind that the Library Strategic Plan is the base for all your decision making.



Advantages of a Building Program

∙ Engages interested parties in defining of the scope of 
work prior to the design effort 

∙ Emphasizes the gathering and analysis of data early in 
the process so that the design is based upon sound 
decisions

∙ Promotes efficiency  and reduces cost by avoiding 
redesign(s) as requirements emerge during the design 
and construction process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consultation with staff helps them become part of the process.Although this is a sometimes a difficult exercise, in the end your staff will feel part of the finished library and think of the changes and improvements as their own.In nearly every case, when the manager and or staff of a department are NOT involved in writing of the preliminary program the space as designed and built does not meet staffs’ needs.



Your Library Building Program is…

∙ a key element in your ability to take and maintain 
leadership of the project

∙ specific to your library’s situation
∙ essential to identify the elements required to meet 

your building needs 
∙ a means of focusing all parties on the specific 

requirements of your library building
∙ a tool to assess whether the building design 

addresses identified needs/requirements
∙ a way to increase your influence over the outcome 

and helps to control costs by reducing/eliminating 
changes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having a preliminary building program helps with architect/designer interview selection process because you have substantive data to which you can refer when the architect presents to you her or his proposal for the work he or she will do for you.Your library’s situation is unique.  Although your architect has designed 50 libraries, your particular library presents to him or her a unique design challenge.You should not settle for an ‘off the shelf’ design.We emphasize the importance of having a person who will act as your deputy / back-up / second … for the good of your library,have a person trained to take up your work should anything happen to you.



Influence on the Outcome

From Whole Building Design Guide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you depend upon the architect to come in and author the building program for you, the architect will control the process. Consequently, you and your staff will be flying by the seats of your pants, playing catch-up with the architect when he/she interviews the staff.If you lead the preliminary program process, you will have had the time to talk with your staff, think over what you really want to 	keep in a new space and what you really don’t want to replicate.  You will be able to set the pace of the interview process when the preliminary program is refined.  As a result you will lead the building process right from the start.�To the extent that you can influence the outcome and control costs you are exercising leadership over the project.Whole Building Design Guidehttp://www.wbdg.org/design/dd_archprogramming.phpThe most cost-effective time to make changes is during programming. This phase of a project is the best time for interested parties to influence the outcome.



A Library Building Program  becomes a 
document and includes . . .

• Introduction
∙ Building Committee
∙ Community Description and Demographics
∙ Summary of any needs analysis 

studies/reports previously done
∙ History of the Library
∙ Building Project Budget

• Library Mission and Goals
• Statement of Objectives for the Building
• Guidelines for Site Selection (if required)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 See SOLS LDG#5, Section 6, page 41.



A Library Building Program includes . . .

• Space Requirements (in general terms based on 
strategic plan)

• Description of Library Areas
• Library Functions and Relationships - Bubble 

Diagrams (See Appendix 6)
• Specific Space Requirements - Room Data Sheets  

(See Appendices 2 and 3)
• Appendices (as deemed appropriate)

∙ user surveys
∙ transcripts of focus groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Bullet “Space Requirements” dealt with mainly in SOLS LDG#5



What does it take to write a successful 
building program?

∙ Staff involvement in the data collection process
∙ Systematic recording of the data collected
∙ Data analysis
∙ Systematic identification of furniture and equipment 

needs
∙ Systematic identification of electrical, data and 

telecommunication needs
∙ A coordinated effort to transcribe all the 

information gathered

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is chain of command.Clear understanding of the roles and responsibilities of staff and trustees.Librarian will need help of one or two people to help her/him to organize the effort/ data/ communications etc.New technologies will come into practice AND libraries will still need to be wired for data and electricity!



Bubble Diagram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sample “Bubble Diagram”These circles and oval shapes represent relative sizes, relationships of one function or space to another and relationships of functions within a space.See slide 38 for an example of a detailed relationship diagram for one particular space.Bubble diagrams are like thought bubbles, the designer uses these visual exercises to envision your libraryThey are NOT floor plans and should be rough with no 90 degree angles or door swings!These diagrams represent spacial relationships NOT a floor plan.The idea is to give the designer the idea about what you need and to leave her or him to apply their experience and talents to give you what you want using all their imagination and skill.



Bubble Diagram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another version of a bubble diagram showing sight lines.Also called space relationship diagrams.Librarian’s familiarity with space use will be evident at this stage as the information is presented in the diagrams.



Bubble Diagram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another sample of a bubble diagram.



Bubble Diagram

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus on a specific area to demonstrate a bubble diagram of a specific area rather than  a library wide view.



Bubble Diagram - Detail

Circulation Area
2 Circulation

a. Checkout / reserves / ILL 
b. Returns
c. General inquiry / membership

overdues / lost & found
2a Workroom

d. Circulation supervisor
e. Returns processing
f. Shelves for sorting / book 

trucks
g. 2 workstations
h. Storage

15 New books
1-Lobby; 13-Washrooms; 8-Children; 
7-YA & teens;  9-Reference & public 
computers; 4-Non-Fiction; 
5-Periodicals; 3-Fiction; 6-AV 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Details help focus attention on what must be accommodated within an area.This also shows that a simple hand drawn bubble diagram can be used effectively.



Room Data Sheet

Cornwall Public Library

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sample Room Data Sheet used at Cornwall Public  You may decide to keep back or, alternately, to include the square footage that you estimate you require for a space.Some librarians keep the figure to themselves, giving the architect the opportunity to develop the space requirement.Either way, your calculations will give you an indication that your designer is on the right track.See SOLS LDG#5, Appendices 2&3, pg. 52-54



Room Data Sheet

Fresno Central Library

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Sample Room Data Sheet used at Fresno Central Library



Room Data Sheet

Goffstown Public Library

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Sample Room Data Sheet used at Goffstown Public Library



Room Data Sheet  overview

Net Sq. Ft.
∙ based on estimates using Library Development Guide
∙ Some suggest that this should be left blank to design 

professional determine actual requirement based on 
criteria outlined

Function (Description of activities)
∙ identify the functions and tasks undertaken in this area

Relationships (to other areas and functions)
∙ are the functions and tasks in this area connected or  

complimentary to other areas (bubble diagram)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Room Data Sheet overview...continued

Special Requirements
∙ identify special requirements for the area e.g. additional 

security, need to eliminate sunlight, accommodate line-
ups at the circulation desk, etc.

Seating 
∙ identify the seating required for the public and/or staff, 

how many, specials purpose seating

Collections
∙ identify the collections to be housed in this area, what 

type, how many, how are they to be displayed

Staff
∙ specify the number of staff to be accommodated at one 

time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer to: SOLS LDG#5, Appendix 3, Page 54.Staff - keep in mind if this is a workroom or service desk, not all staff on duty will need to be accommodated at once.Some will be on the desk while others may be in the staff room.You do not have to provide a private workspace for every member of staff.



Room Data Sheet overview...continued

Furniture And Equipment
∙ describe and quantify the furniture and equipment 

required; 

Casework
∙ this refers to any built-in custom-made furniture, service 

desks, cabinets etc.

Lighting
∙ general descriptions of the lighting required ambient 

light, indirect light and task lighting

Power (Electrical)
∙ identify the number of outlets require for equipment 

computer, printers, routers, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Furniture and equipment.Keep in mind that mobile equipment like books trucks, rolling tables for roving staff etc., take up space, even if only for a short time, wherever they are in the library.



Room Data Sheet overview...continued

Automation (Computers and peripherals)
∙ specify the number of computers, printers, scanners etc.

Telecommunications (telephone, data)
∙ specify the number of data and telephone connections 

required

HVAC
∙ only include special needs – humidity control, 24 hour 

A/C, etc.

Acoustics
∙ only include special needs – sound attenuation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 HVAC controls in a special area can require a separate unit.Your main building HVAC units may be on timers that decrease output during the hours that the library is closed.



Room Data Sheet overview...continued

Finishes
∙ Provide Details About General Needs E.G. Lots Of Book 

Truck And Wheeled Equipment May Require Hard 
Surface Rather Than Carpets

Plumbing
∙ Identify Plumbing Requirements

Storage
∙ Identify storage requirements

Signage
∙ describe the specific needs for the area

▪▪

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 A word about signs in your library:Signs are part of the larger issue called ‘way-finding’.Good design will not require many signs to direct traffic in your library.Ask your designer to pay attention to color, flooring, lighting etc. as a way to direct people to various functions and areas.The fewer signs the better, but if you do have signs make certain that they complement your design.



Room Data Sheet 
example – Circulation Area  details

Circulation Area:
Function

This area handles all library material check-outs and check-
ins, membership, overdues, reserve and ILL pickups; 
shelving and maintenance of all collections except those 
designated as non-circulating; maintains public bulletin 
boards and pamphlet displays; handles general inquiries.

Relationships

Direct functional relationship with the Lobby, all circulating 
collections. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following slides 48 through 55 are the actual completed data sheets (for the Circ Area and the Local History Room) from Cornwall Public Library’s Preliminary Building Program, Conwall ON, Canada.



Special Requirements
The Circulation Desk must be close to the entrance/exit.  
Ideally the lobby (with washrooms, telephones and 
drinking fountain for the public; community bulletin 
board/pamphlet area) is in view of the desk.  The 
circulation workroom must be close to the Circulation 
Desk.  The security system at the entrance/exit must be 
properly accommodated in close proximity to the 
circulation desk.  There should be a drive-by book drop 
located near the entrance/exit with direct access from the 
circulation workroom.  There must be adequate space 
around the desk to accommodate line-ups.  In the 
workroom there must be adequate space to 
accommodate full and empty book trucks required for 
shelving returned materials.    ▪▪

Room Data Sheet  
example – Circulation Area  details (cont’d)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the actual completed data sheet from Cornwall Public Library’s preliminary Building Program



Room Data Sheet  
example – Circulation Area details (cont’d)

Casework
Circulation counter must accommodate check-out, check-

in, reserve and ILL pickup, overdues, membership, 
returns and general inquiries.  The counter or sections 
of the counter must be suitable for standing, sitting and 
wheelchair service.

Communications
3 telephones (1 Circulation Desk with public address, 
1 Workroom, 1 office)

Finishes
Carpeting in public area, vinyl tile in workroom and 

office.
▪▪

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the actual completed data sheet from Cornwall Public Library’s preliminary Building Program



Room Data Sheet  
example – Local History Room  details

Local History:
Function

To provide climate controlled storage for the Local 
History collection and an appropriate environment for 
local history enthusiasts and genealogical research.

Special Requirements

This room requires 24 hour heat/cooling and humidity 
control.  A means to control sunlight coming into the 
room.  The area must accommodate 1 staff person, a 
work table to for at least 4 people, shelving and storage 
cabinets.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the actual completed data sheet from Cornwall Public Library’s preliminary Building Program



Room Data Sheet  
example – Local History Room  details ... (cont’d)

Seating
1 staff
6 users
1 at a microfilm reader/printer
1 computer workstation

Collection

Local History Collection of about 3,000 volumes; 4,000 
photographs and documents; 125 maps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the actual completed data sheet from Cornwall Public Library’s preliminary Building Program



Room Data Sheet  
example – Local History Room  details...(cont’d)

Furniture And Equipment

Shelving for 3,000 volumes
1 staff workstation with computer and printer
1 public access computer workstation
2 individual workspaces
1 worktable for four
1 microfilm reader/printers
6 storage cabinets for photographs and documents
1 map cabinet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the actual completed data sheet from Cornwall Public Library’s preliminary Building Program



Room Data Sheet  
example – Local History Room  details...(cont’d)

Lighting

Medium ambient light in traffic areas and task lighting. 

Power

4 dual 15 amp outlets (minimum) 

Automation

2 data lines and wireless access 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the actual completed data sheet from Cornwall Public Library’s preliminary Building Program



Room Data Sheet  
example – Local History Room  details...(cont’d)

Communications

1 telephone line

HVAC

Standalone 24 hour temperature and humidity control.

Finishes

Carpet throughout.

▪▪

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the actual completed data sheet from Cornwall Public Library’s preliminary Building Program



WHERE  ARE  YOU  NOW?

You have a preliminary building program
∙ this document will be part of your Request for 

Proposal to architects
∙ it will provide the architects a clear indication 

of the identified needs for your library building
∙ it should result in presentations from the 

architects that are focused on your specific 
needs 

Once hired, the architect will work with you and 
your staff team to refine and finalize the building 
program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interviewing and hiring the architect.Targeted presentations should allow you to better assess if the architect is good fit for your libraryYou are looking for someone who ‘gets it’:Someone who has taken the time to their homework.Refer to the suggested sample questions to use for reference when compiling the questions to ask your prospective architect.You work with the architect on finalizing the building program 



WHERE  ARE  YOU  NOW?

Once you sign off on the refined building program, 
any changes will result in additional architectural fees 
(depending on your contract).

The completed building program will provide the 
architect sufficient data to prepare a preliminary 
budget.

During the design phase of the project, the building 
program will provide a means to assess whether the 
proposed designs are meeting the identified needs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Your library project is not the only project that the architect is designing.As one of the clients served by the architectural firm, you will need to direct attention to your project in an efficient and effective manner.Your organized approach to presenting your needs and data to the architect will pay off.Remember that the architect does not pay for changes (unless she/he is responsible for them!) the client pays for changes.Some changes will require the architect to hire related professionals.Cost estimators, lighting designers, sign makers, acoustic engineers may make up the team that the architect brings to your project.



Influence on the Outcome

From Whole Building Design Guide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To the extent that you can influence the outcome and control costs your exercising leadership over the project.At the beginning of the building project you have the highest level of influence over the design process and a high level of cost control.Your opportunity to influence all outcomes diminishes over the course of the project as situations develop and the project gathers momentum.Whole Building Design Guidehttp://www.wbdg.org/design/dd_archprogramming.phpThe most cost-effective time to make changes is during programming. This phase of a project is the best time for interested parties to influence the outcome of a project.You know libraries and the profession of librarianship.The architect knows building/space design/the building professionTogether you learn about the library that you are designing for your community.You are a team, your combined expertise will make the library your community needs.



http://www.sols.org/publications/orderform.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may go to this site to purchase the SOLS LDG#5 please see slide 4 for details



Thank 
you 

E-mail:  
plan22@verizon.net

Web site:
www.2plan22.com

: PLAN 22

:  kwatson

Phone:1 845 569 2010

:   2inuk2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
~ END 60 slides~

mailto:plan22@verizon.net
http://www.2plan22.com/
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